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Dräger Workmaster-Pro Himex

Applications
The Dräger WorkMaster pro-ET chemical protective suit protects the 
equipment wearer from gaseous, liquid, aerosol and solid chemicals. The 
breathing apparatus is worn outside the suit. 

Features
The suit material consists of high-quality HIMEX® substrate fabric, which 
features extremely high mechanical strength and chemical resistance and 
also withstands darting flames.

The components of the protective suit can be put together to suit specific 
applications with the help of a modular system and can be matched to the 
wearer to achieve maximum comfort in the various work situations. A choice 
of different suit sizes is available in both BLUE and ORANGE. The 
protective gloves and safety boots are chemical-proof,  easily replaceable 
and joined to the suit.

Full integration
The visor of the permanently integrated fullface mask consists of composite 
safety glass. A ventilation system can also be integrated into the suit, and 
helps to keep the body cool and remove moisture. The wearer benefits from 
the agreeable conditions inside the suit and can thus enjoy substantially 
improved comfort. In addition, the suit can be connected to an external 
source such as a compressed air respirator. 

HIMEX® is a registered trademark of Drägerwerk AG, Lübeck.

The Dräger WorkMaster pro-ET (ET = Emergency Team) chemical 
protective suit is a gas-tight, reusable, single-piece chemical protective suit 
compliant with EN 943-1:2002, Type 1b. 
It is also tested and approved to EN 943-2:2002, Type 1b - (ET) and thus 
complies with the latest vfdb guideline 08/02:2002-11(3). Furthermore, the 
suit has the European MED Steering Wheel approval (Marine Equipment 
Directive) of the “GL LUXEMBOURG” and the Japanese marine approval 
“NIPPON KAIJI KYOKAI”.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

For emergency response to hazardous materials, it is essential to prevent 
dangerous chemicals causing permanent injury to personnel or damage 
to property and the environment. Such responsible work demands 
equipment that matches the responsibility.

Sizes M from 160 cm - 175 cm
L from 170 cm - 185 cm
XL from 180 cm - 190 cm
XXL from 185 cm - 200 cm

Weight with hood approx. 6.5 kg
with integrated full-face mask approx. 7 kgs (without 
ventilation system)

Color outside / inside - blue / grey - orange / grey

Temperature in use -40 °C to +60 °C
in storage -5 °C to +25 °C

Suit material (substrate fabric) with HIMEX®/hybrid material

Dräger Workmaster-pro Himex
For emergency response


